Luxury design brand Scarlet Splendour has delighted with the Fall 2022
release of eclectic new additions to their opulent collections. Alongside these
lively additions, Scarlet Splendour is for the first time unveiling its bar counter
collection that has been designed to dazzle.
Scarlet Splendour and longstanding creative partners Nika Zupanc and
Richard Hutten also bring us new additions to the Strings and Oasis collections;
from sofas and armchairs to striking ornamental cabinets, these products
exemplify Scarlet Splendour’s and their designers’ commitment to exceptional
craftsmanship and visionary designs.
Founded by siblings Ashish Bajoria and Suman Kanodia, Scarlet Splendour
boasts projects and collections which are both opulent and surreal. Since its
conception in 2014, Scarlet Splendour has become a global name known for their
eclectic collection of furniture, lighting and accessories. Growing up immersed
in a rich multi-cultural environment and being encouraged by their mother to
study art and artisanry, Bajoria and Kanodia naturally sharpened their aesthetic
eye through a love for collection beautiful objects, painting and decorating.
Years later, united by a mutual unwavering passion for art and interior design,
the siblings’ passions have flourished into a globally revered brand.
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DESIGNERS
AND COLLECTIONS
Nika Zupanc

Richard Hutten

Slovenian
designer,
Nika
Zupanc, is one who never
shies away from redefining
the status quo of design.
As one of the most closely
watched designers at Milan
Design Week, her work makes
a statement about femininity,
possibility and independence.
Zupanc’s work carries an
emotional charge, along with a
touch of theatre and Film Noir.

Rotterdam-based Richard Hutten
is one of Holland’s most successful
and influential designers. Hutten
is known for his conceptual and
playful designs, which aim to
contribute to the importance
of play as culture. Therefore his
designs are not only beautiful but
also optimistic and fun.
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STAR BAR
BY SCARLET SPLENDOUR
For the first time ever, Scarlet Splendour brings
you a collection of luxurious bar counters.
Designed to dazzle and crafted in India with
exquisite colours, inlay work and details. This
new collection of bespoke bar counters has
been designed with a dash of Italian aesthetics
and exquisitely hand-crafted in Kolkata, The
skin, colours, top and size can be customised to
your desire.

1/

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLOURS

1/ STAR BAR - BLACK
2/ STAR BAR - BLACK & GOLD

2/
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STRINGS
BY NIKA ZUPANC
1/

Fresh furniture pieces joining the increasingly
luxurious Strings Collection, Nika Zupac’s
designs have been revisited with gorgeous
ivory boucle fabrics. The Strings Sofa Ivory is an
ergonomically perfect three seater sofa, with
gorgeous curves on its back and arms.
This sofa looks even more brilliant when paired
with the Strings Armchair, elegantly designed
and handcrafted to be your go-to seat. These
new designs wrap style, comfort and elegance
all in one.

1/ STRINGS - IVORY BOUCLE SOFA
2/ STRINGS - IVORY BOUCLE ARMCHAIR

IVORY BOUCLE FABRIC

2/
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BAR OASIS
BY RICHARD HUTTEN
The first glimpse of the Bar Oasis stuns the viewer.
In an odd way it calms one’s senses, in the way
all beauty does. It is sleek and utilitarian bar with
service and working counters. The bar is adorned
with hundreds glossy brass balls that allure one to
its heart – on opening the cabinets, Hutten’s magic
works in details of tiny metal balconies.

1/ BAR OASIS - CLOSED
2/ BAR OASIS - OPEN

1/

COLLECTION DETAILS
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